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Witness: First Witness Statement of Richard
Scully / HN2152

Exhibits Referred to: None

Date Statement 29 September 2020

RCOVER POLICING INQUI

Scully HN2152

n asked to provide a witness statem

Undercover Policing Inquiry. In preparing this statement [have

all the questions asked of me in the Rule 9 request dated 18 June

provided to me on 24 August 2020.

ve been shown the witness bundle

not refreshed

d by the

by

There is no restriction order in place in respect of My real name. I did not use a

cover name.
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Personal details

4.-- My full name is Richard

PoUde I called Myseff 1944.

Police career before and after servina with the SpecAal Demonstration S ua

y Central Record of

etrootttan o Ice on

D : MP$-0741 67

went back n my re u

"'d with the
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2

After the SDS, I was posted to Heathrow on Ports duty. l wanted a posting like

this to get out of the general atmosphere of Special Branch, and that was

understood made clear Iwanted dlst5flce I did not know what would happen

responsibility for terrorism. At a guess, I was in this post for 3 years. Thin
A Reignear

ack, he must have thought! had something to offer enoyed the rol

and he asked

that period because of the games being played by the Security Service. Because

rtain and Russia was changing, the Security Service wanted a new

,?!tho

y wanted B SquadSOiE. because al responsibility,

got kudos when the 'fight against Irish terrorism went right. Later they pulled Off
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this transition in role, given their access to government, which we did not have

There was a handover from Special Branch to the Security Service in my final

years. It was very unfair. They were help in the early stages. We

eir systems were out of control, and if you missed something you would be to
tRAN:

blame. !eft before their move to a high-tech buildlng. There was a period we

10111011.4.41011.41111111111101111. WWII* MOINAN11141100110111ilf
en. al! f

rel

to. I had not done any UIdE. ver policing or work using a cover identity prior to

joining the SDS I was running my own informant — which Was a very goodfc-

of information based on. trust and a good working relationship and I carried., .

With Me wherever I went. I developed this whe.-01,Jikretts---on"..0 SqOad. and deeltg-

with the anarchist side of things. This pre-datedrny inivcdvementin th

3
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It
,

Cid beCaUSL---; yOU could get to kna,N
-

s going on ft was because or my'involvement with this informant that I

to of those attending

-public events. I would usually brief theft by phone with the information

received from my source. A8 were very keen to know about numbers. I was not

undercover with my informant and there was no agent provocateur stuff. It was

quite difficult keeping this up when I was on the SOS because it took a lot of extra

time and the area of interest did not coincide with,what kwas doing in SOS. I did

not have any involvement with A8 when I was on the SOS; I assumed their

involvement prior to Joining the SDS.

Selection

13. The way the Branchworkedwasthatwetendedtodoourownthinganddowhati .

we were tasked to do. We d::not enquire of what others were doing in any detail.

Out of the blue, I was invited to go into the SOS admin office - the heart of the
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beast-and it was a big surpr se to me. I did not know what the SDS did. I was

probably invited in based on stuff I had done before. It would have been a Chief

Superintendent who introduced me to the SDS,., or it was with his approval. It was

with sirch a

t that time we were experiencingi,

of hand tt started with the Vietnam dernCsn a sans arid viotehee in Grosvenor
AusmiligstemeigagnaugginniEN6 OgNA- "- - • .-- - .- • • • • •,,,,,,,, • - - • -• • • --" .

purpose o DS,mas to: provide assistance to the
.. •

pnt-empthg1hls public disorder it wasgetting nasty and this

the impetus. it could only be done by learning what would happen as best as -

possible. It was a question of protecting the pubric at a basic level, and keeping -

the peace. It was not a question of freedom of speech: There was never a thought„

In my mind, that we were doing:anything wrong it was quite the reverse:

protecting the public and, on a More philosophical higher level,

country and our democray xlt goes to that leveitpScause if you do

hard-won freedoms, you will lose them. You haVe.to be alert and

defend, and not be MgMened to do so.

public,under the

on. Informants were generally fine, but it would depend on

cause informants like to play both sides and it can be difficult to handle,.
. ,

Undercover policing gets you the goods. Others-than the uniformed branch, the

Security Service were the great beneficiailea, of the undercover approach.

Because I thought we were ,defending ordinary- citizens and government, I had-.
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no qualms about it. In Special Branch, we were n a difficult position because all

of your enquiries were discreet. You could not go in with two big feet and ask

• direct questions of people to g

n we were required

y had d"

tion you required. A lot of the

by request from the Security Service,

violence and the huge number of demonstrators, so we needed

overt The odd informant was not enough in the circumstances. Our job

assess where the problems were, concentrating on those who were clang,

I was a bit surprised we were allowed to do this with undercover policing, butHv

had official backing

16. There was no selection process for the SOS. I am guessing, but for

must have looked around and thought we want somebody who

ifectively, do research effectively and would be ditcreet. I hope

and the fact t tended to keep m

the Branch.

I do not remember anything between the initial meeting have described above

and ,vvhen I started. I think I moved straight into the SDS I would have had

introductions to the guys, but I do not remember this. I would have been

introduced to the undercover Officers who were in the field at the SOS safe

houses. It was their input that I was researching and managing so it was
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i mportant had an understanding of them. Iwas pushing things through the

system - from them, to the Security Service and anyone else.

'de joini you did as you were told. That is

20 I must have replaced someone in the role, but I cannot remember who it was.

21. I remained in this•role thrdoghout time in the.

not at

on

and guidance

not have any y role. itwas fluch a Branch thing that we

were used to having to be discreeiand U1Ut.3tWasaU part of the same thing.

It was an administrative role and I was merely doing what I thought was best.

Those with the difficulty were thOse in the field. You either could or could not do
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the role. I do not know if they had any, training, but they had quite a lot of lead up.

Apart from their courage, they were all volunteers that were not pressed into

doing it They were carefully assessed to see if they were suitable for the role

nd then had considerable reading in time before going into the field, They knew

ere up against and could leit t if they wanted. It was

dkinot receive any training on race equality from the Metropolitan P

-that day.

Duties

25. In the SDS, I was the processing point for reporting Somebody would hav

bring the reports to me. I do not remember now how that was done, but the

would come in in some secure way, on paper. They would come In

properly and on scraps of paper; we did not expect the underco

present things neatly, but some did. I do not km* how the

went about writing down intelligence or preparing 'the reports

the office. The reports would come to me at creak of an officer doing

for that purpose. I cannot remember if I went to the safe houses to collect reports.;

All intelligence I received was written up It was all valid and 'reportable: I would

not receive anything that was not. I d d not get anything down the telephone: I do

telephone reporting happening. I have no memory of undercover

officers phoning in to the office; had they rung in, they would not have asked for

me and we had enough supervising officers.
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26. iwoukfthenconductresearch, such *checking the names of all persons named

by the officer in the report and 0000g whether the people mentioned were

knOWns unitnOWns from SpeOr ,:and then 1 would write, -

ore known or

. : . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
reports were. so. high brow thattcould.not understanclthem.'bOt.' „

stood alone on the basis of their content in these cases I was merely dortecli

the English and putting them in the accepted Special Branch format.

27. As far as I know, ordinary reports that I was dealing with were dealt

ordinary Special Branch war you would not identify the individual s

you would qualify the information numberwith S.so it would indicate S Squad.

There would be different qualifications

28. I did not filter the information; I would replicate what I was given. I was

processing machine. I was Making sure the facts got throtigh to those who

wanted them: my job was to present the factual position, and it was for someone

else to interpreted it for. its significance It was also the field officers' information

and not for me to interfere of play with it. They knew the sort of Information to
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imagine thati

, sr,

provide. It is possible that reports went back to undercover officers so that they

could monitor what I was doing and bóhàppjitwas done property. Some of the

information might be rearranged, for ecarnpJe I would put the information

to this.

formation

provided with things like photographs from 51)5 oflcers. IP

ni the Branch photographic Unit it was important that our inf

persons involved in activities and events was =red and. that

the people .that menaced in terms of sources of (border

intifying the pirsok photographs acted as an aid in that

n it came to common names like Jones and nIh

thE a Was ad ubt about ident:ty might

IdeI*tY based on a ohotooraoh it would be stanae If It

typed in a standardised Mannar. -

begivenan information number —a

record of our work output the t

'action required, which-Wotikt: - be for

off to

ck tome. It

ranch — so we could keep a

r be forwarded on with, an

ine, or it would go into files
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,Everything was numbered and we had a track of what we were putting in. if it

was a simple case, for example somebody we knew about, the report could then

be signed off by the Superintendent probably (for example, -Geoff Craft) for

nvoivemern in minute snee

send re from S Squad to the operational

heheadstodeterthInewhattódowith it—file it, ortake some acitiOn

would be subsections within a Squad specialising in certain a

tid, go to them, marked up "to see" in note, so they were aw

rmation coming in to do with their expertise. I do not think isigned

the reports. It would he.ve been signed by the Supen'ntendefll

before it left our office, and the final signature would be.

ertntendent of the recipient Squad Concerned,who would then di

uld see or note its contents The report would bave gone through

ierintendent S Squad's hands 9016.0f reports would have had to gc

dofothersquads,butldonotknownowduebthepassageofttm.

tiE

simply eridorsad the report by pUtting his signature on it. Otioff

Craft would know more about this.

34. I, did not really have anything to do with thereport after its onward transmission

If the person who was the subject of the repOrt unknown, it might be that a
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file would be made up and it could be sent out for enquiry oy the Squad Chief f

there were no other means 'of gaffing details, if It warranted that. if a file was

made up and future reports dame hi Iwould be able to see that there was further

an unknown know

or dissernInation to

and particular reports.

re as only one filing system. We had a records department run by ,ci

ch was wonderful, and they. would put the reports in the

.went to an ordinary Special Branch file, either a file for

isation; The governor of the squad would direct a file to

appropriate to

Mentions of relevant

Branch duplication and

the SOS material was

reliable. If the informal

Chief Superintendent C

the file

vent to C

of a

files elsewhere. Th

have thought scrapping

the information i Was

it would probably be up to

decide what with it. We were aware that
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records would be relevant for vetting, for example. I think files had review dates

(*them and they would be sent to governors for review to decide what to do with

them The fifes were constantly monitored. There were grades of files —

ret, and higher,

• k aoout wha officers were expected. torej t

self-evident. I did not direct anyone on what to do with their reportin

or targeting: that was down to the Superintendent, who woutd steer or put people

- monitoring.

t

example if they

k from the

t something I was involved in. If it was done, it would

ne by he
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40. I had no involvement in tasking, instructing or steering undercover officers. Their

job was difficult enough and it was not my place to do this I would have met

IHN1061in a safe house and we might have had a general conversation and
discussed the group he was with but i Woutd not have

sistance

e might have been input; Head of Branch and the Security

S.

'ye any invOlvementwith the production of other SOS pa

anything to do with the procurement or administration of S

houses or cover accommodation. I did not have anything to do

istration of vehicles used by SDS personnel: this was the remit of Chris

es Willingaie. I hadnothing to do with cover-documents for 0

nothing to do with the processing of o,ertftne claims

Diaries were more for the ex enses side of

gaWs remit. I hadhOthing todo

Warns.

ight have been for

time on the unit, but if so I did not access them and was not aware of then

not particularly need to know about them because I was not in the field and I was

not managing undercover officers.

Premises

Page 18 of 27
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43. As far as I know - and I am not in the know about everything - our main operation

was from Scotland Yard. That is where I operated from

sociat

not remember where tl e time went to those flats would h

• the • râhëd meefi c meetings wi

ber nt t

here they could let off steam.

tell us what they thought of us.

tinge about deployments, but undercover officers

me on them because it was not what I- was involved

taking files to these meetings. I might have taken theii

wanted to alter them because'

and I did notWant to misrepresent at U offier

annot remember These group meetings were not Ui

bore would have been .1 and.

n his

•
45. Looking back, these group Meetings were vitally important - the undercover

officers were so much own, in

supervising guys were

problems that the under EñOff rs were exposed to. This was front endow**

difficult circumstances. The

consciousvrernotional wellbeing and all the

Page 16 of 27
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of what the supervisors were doing. For example, I know one of the field officers
F-6-1
wisp keen on a sport and they would meet in relation to that sport. It was a

good idea. From my perspective It was managed very well.

Management

•

• ,.. ,• •

• • •• • ,

•

nnet, butt cannot remember who came and left and when.

Stalioit u;tiwo i.0,:q,:ak oquillp
'Les:Witit, ale, .DiCk,...:  .

Craft was a senior officer t think Les

cannot be sure of Dick Walker's rank at the time. I think

as an Inspector; be was my immediate superior, although I d

think of it like that at the time

is of who served in my line of management, I would say Mike F

ff "Craft;I do not think the others in the offite had a particular oversight

:::::2: 1:#0e doing. Of the two in my line management, I probably worked mc

o' ff Craft as mike Ferguson was:::MOrainVolVedia

he , had done that wlthgreat

48. Dick Walker held an administrative position I think Les Willingale might have

auCceeded Dick Walker, or the Other way around:, in this role. It was a tricky role

to do with other issues like traneport. He was-agreat help to me. there would be

a link with another part of the Metropolitan Poiite,When it came to vehicles; I did

not interfere with that, bid 'Les•would help me if I was under pressure vitth

Page 17 of 27
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backlogs and the like. I also neld an administrative role as I set out above. I was

always overseen by a senior officer, who would pass reports on to appropriate

'Sqtr4de who had an interest in the subject of the report. Copies always also went

aft would have been in ark a

would ha

Iridivid al managers and administrators

49 1 did not have much to do with Mike Ferguson on SOS matters. I did noti

see what he was doing as it was out in the field. He was the I _sports kifl

loved it I am guessing, but I know he came in to the office having had a

Sweat out. I think he was very hands on with individual officers, but I d

witness that As far as I could see, you would need someone who would do,

than the occasional group meetings and he did more than that If there i

came in, on an individual level, I was. not prlvy to

S as y immediate supervising

testhanmeand Edo notthinklw

ck Into the SOS. I

k bewas aware of th,

OS Iwes not in a position to e, b

realising what I was trying to do with my working to try and get my

source on board with the Security Service, because he would have been better

for them long-term. Itifike Ferguson did not include Me in correspondence about

this, and I did not get to meet the Security Service about this; it Would have been

Page 18 of 27
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a reward for my source who had stuck his neck out, and it would have been of

great benefit to the Security Service. I was personally disappointed about that.

Mike Ferguson did not have a cover name when I was involved with him; he was

remember him n his ea

kilcintosh rnignt have been in the SOS Office, in which case I may be'-

a role above, but he might have been in the Superintendent's office with

after. I left the SOS. I cannot be sure what he did. He was extremely clever.:

,Generally speaking, although it did not condemn* really, he was very fair.

ht everything through yen/ carefully. He visa highly profeSsional.

ver name;  he would not have done. We did not have a:

interaction that I can remember.

ovir1ap in my mind. He

professional and considered-

ink Ken Pryde was Chief Supérintendertt:of Squad for a while. I do not

remember him in my office, so I did not have a dose relationship with him if my

memory is right He was a very fair-rninded npn and a typical Branch senior
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k he sent me on a driv

office. hely dealings with him

e was at mv ieJ. mor

t to give me time out of the

the

bee e s

was St least aSergeant an4 th napdly rose after mat. H

an easv-aoinaow to aet on with. He was wiliinq to helø when he

have done. He did not have a cover name.lwould say his role was management,

. You could not ask for a better person in terms of sty.

Re would get anyon&s cooperation because that was the kind of personJie wasp

We were in the office together Wet( much every day so would interact all the

kneale was Chief Superintendent of S &pad for a

yde. He was, extremely clever and you did not Wantli

us he did not si ifer fools

bim reason to be.

56. I knew H N68

1th Derek Knea!e out o*

but I do not remember him being in the SOS.
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57. cannot particularly remember Paul C oycien on the SOS because we crossed

paths elsewhere.

Skey may have been in Les Wiilingale'trole prior to Les. I

th what I was doing; we kept our respective roles. ! agree

S:DS

Undercover officers

59. I had very little interaction with the undercover officers serving in the SDS at the

same time as me. I cannot now remember how often it was, but we would have

Meal Or get together which would have been put on by the undercover offi

;In the safe house and the hope 'was everyone would attend. It was a:

°Sather. assume it was'attended by senior officers some of the

Ot-heVe 1:1 meetings with undercover office* this was not my remit.

stage &tittle, I have refreshed

s that hasbeen provided by-the -1h ir the

name I remember without sight of this list is H N304

serving on the SOS with the following individuals, whose names have been

included in the list prepared by the Inquiry:
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HN200, HN353, HN13, HN296,
HN304, HN354, HN353, HN356,
HN80, HN126, HN96, HN106 and

others

14:

ember

a photo

HN300

my

HN155

Ctie.to:. the passage of t nnot recall the names of any other underOover

officers who served on the SOS at the same time as me.
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64. 1 am not aware of any unhappy working relationships between members of the

SOS.

no

idered an agent provocateur tcould not possibly sanction
,

7 none of my contemporary undercover police

provoked, encouraged or caused a third party to commit a

ce.

criminal

no knowledge of any of my contemporary undercover police off i*..

engaging in sexual activity with others whilst in their cover

any of my contemporary undercover

chargeri, tried or convicted in

69. I have no knowledge of any of my contemporary undercover police officers, whilst
„

depioyed, being involved in inCidents of nubile.diSOrder, violence or other criminal

activity.
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"-70. The concept of legal privilege has been explained to me. I am not aware of any

of my contemporary undercover police officers, whilst deployed, reporting any

legally privileged information

serves me corree-4, t Vtir 0 U d have been rare for this to crop up anc1 f a Member

but Ithought it was not to

k a senior officer. -1 do not know If the infOrntation w

when the intelligence was provided to us by officers, or in the o

report was written up. It Would' be a sticky situation because the person was

elected and the Branch was Strictly apolitical.

72. I have been asked what my contemporaries achie

Undercover officers identified real troublemakers

t it in a grand way. and

e streets to

to

for the u

pects of any

for the ben

who-

Y

'e able to contain the worst -

of what could affect the public and protect them. To some extent, based

on intelligence, we could.also ensure those responsible were held accountable

for it. There were similarities 'here with what achieved to assist the Security

Service. Their extra interests would be knowing who all these people ware; that
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is their nature. The Security Service would write their own reports, and could

assess what direction they were going in. Without our information they could not

do that It was a way for them to keep their finger on the pulse

by officers for their undercover rein knOw they were given time before

did not have anything to do with it. I have no memory of un

officers being in the office, as far as I know they never came to the Yard ..I never

knew what happened after deployments either. A huge readjustment was

required and no doubt would have presented some more than others with

difficulty.

The cu ty Servi

74. I did not liaise or deal with the Security Service whilst I was in the SDS. It,

key relationship $o 1 expect it.would have happered at the

above.

not: recall seeing a greep file" going to 
$ . This would not

the sort of thing an officer at my level would have been able to see- anyway*, yob.

would need access via a senior officer as they were highly restricted

Senior management and ove bodies

wo,,AWN,Mog,,
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78: The only senior officers I recall visiting the SOS were those on S Squad itself,

with one great exception: David McNee. He visited** SDS when he was a new

Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police. He came from Strathclyde. I think it

assumed he should see the 4M because it was so sensitive that it could

officers in the SDS fiat, but I do not know whether this was on the same day as

'sit to the SOS fiat

do- not moan anyone from any outside body with any form of

oversight responsibility for policing visiting the SOS.

g the SDS

tWas or the WS for

Post SOS police career

set out above

when I left the SOS I asked to be transferred to get out of the general atmosphere

left the SDS. As I have sat
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of Spec al Branch and I ended up at Heathrow.

resulted more from my time in B Squad than theS

have anythin

ink my S Squad posting:

no ce that I am ablEr o give from my know,'

experience which le of relevance to the work of the Undercover Pacing inqu

Request for documents

83. I do not have any documents or other information which is potentia ly relevant to

the Inquiry's terms of reference.

L1 7:

Dated:

ment to be true.

Richard Scully

29.9.2020
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